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 We will explore some ancient and the 
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inflation which has been in the news lately
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Cosmology*
 Etymology: New Latin cosmologia, from Greek 

kosmos + New Latin -logia –logy Date:circa 
1656

 1 a : a branch of metaphysics that deals with the 
nature of the universe  b : a theory or doctrine 
describing the natural order of the universe

 2 : a branch of astronomy that deals with the 
origin, structure, and space-time relationships of 
the universe;  also   : a theory dealing with these 
matters

*From Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary



Cosmogony*

 Etymology: New Latin cosmogonia, 
from Greek kosmogonia, from kosmos 
+ gonos offspring; akin to Greek genos 
race Date:1766

 1 : the creation or origin of the world or 
universe

 2 : a theory of the origin of the universe
*From Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate 

Dictionary



Mesopotamian

 Earth is flat, covered by a hemisphere. 
Has floodgates

 Water is above the hemisphere. 
 Earth has pillars holding it above hell
 Disconnect between day, night and the 

sun



Image created by Jeff Groah. Photo by NASA.



(Very) Ancient Greek-Hesiod
 The Earth is:

 a round disk 
 surrounded by the great river Oceanus, and 
 divided in the middle by the Mediterranean and Black 

Seas
 The Sky arches above the Earth, and their 

offspring were many gods
 Prometheus made creatures out of mud and 

Epimetheus gave them skills, abilities and 
protection, though he ran out of gifts just before 
Prometheus made humans



Thales

 One of the seven sages of antiquity
 All comes from water
 Earthquakes explained by a floating earth
 Avoided supernatural explanations for 

phenomena
 First mathematical proof



Pythagoras

 Whole Number is the basic element of 
existence

 The Earth is a sphere which, along with 
the five planets, sun, moon, counter earth 
and sphere of stars revolve about a central 
fire

 The orbits have proportional radii that 
make the “harmony of the spheres”



Aristotle

 On the Heavens
 Four elements: earth, water, air, fire; all existed from 

eternity
 All objects have a natural type of motion. 

 Straight lines
 Still
 Circular

 Motion not the result of the influence of one object 
upon another.

 Heavenly objects perfect ⇒ circular motion and 
spherical shape



 Earth central to the cosmos 
 The perfect planets orbit the imperfect world?

 Outermost sphere of fixed stars, beyond 
which was the spiritual realm



Ptolemy

 Modified Aristotle’s cosmology of circles 
on circles (epicycles) to explain the 
retrograde motion of the planets with 
greater accuracy. (Aristotle used 55 
spheres.)



St. Augustine

 Earth rectangular
 Big dark sheet stretched over it at night
 The angels place the stars on the sheet 

each night



Copernicus

 Observations indicated planets and the 
earth orbit the sun.

 Used circular orbits, and so his predictions 
were not as accurate as Ptolemy’s



The Galilean moons of Jupiter, along with 
the Moon and a cluster of stars.



Galileo

 Observations of the moons of Jupiter 
 ⇒ not everything revolves about the earth

 Scientifically arrived at theory of 
gravitation for terrestrial objects
 Overthrew ~2000 years of established thought

 Phases of Venus imply it revolves about 
the sun



Kepler

 Determined that the planets have elliptical 
orbits about the sun 
 Used Tycho Brahe’s data
 Reams of paper
 Great improvement over Ptolemy’s theory



Newton

 Assumed gravity is an inverse-square 
force

 “Invented” calculus to describe motion and 
to solve the equations of motion

 Theory successfully describes the motions 
of celestial and terrestrial objects



Cosmologies and Gravity

 Light has finite speed
 ⇒ light from distant objects is “old”
 Great distances observed
 Gravity most important force over great 

distances
 ⇒ theories of gravity generate 

cosmologies



Problems with Newtonian 
Cosmology

 Instantaneous action at a distance
 Infinite mass problem
 Olber’s Paradox
 Perihelion of Mercury



The universe, as understood at the beginning of the 20th century.



Einstein’s Theory: G= κT



Einstein’s Theory

 Geometric
 Based on Riemannian Geometry

 Intrinsic Geometry Only



Riemannian Geometry

 Straightest possible paths are called 
geodesics



The sum of the angles of a triangle is NOT always π.

Certain Well-Known “Facts” False



Einstein’s Theory

 Assumes objects moving under the influence 
of gravity follow geodesics

 Orbits caused by curvature of space 
 G= κT
 T known from special relativity
 div T = 0 implies div G = 0, which implies              

G=Ric – 0.5 scal g. 



Einstein’s Theory

 Orbit of Mercury
 Bending of light about the sun
 Bending of time about the earth



Einstein’s Universe(s)

 Has Black Hole solutions-
Schwarzschild-1916
Oppenheimer-Snider-1939
Kerr-1964
 recent observations



Einstein’s Universe(s)

 Implies expanding universe-
FRW Big Bang Cosmology-1922
Hubble-1929
Nucleosynthesis 
Hawking’s Singularity Theorem-1964
2.735ºK cosmic microwave background 

radiation predicted by Gamow in 
1950s—Penzias & Wilson, 1965



Einstein’s Universe and π

 π = circumference of circle / diameter
 For bent spaces, it is not necessarily true 

that π=3.14159……..



Einstein’s Universe and π

 On a ball, we can have

π=2



Kerr Black Holes





Kerr Black Holes-1964

 Rotating
 Ring Singularity
 Could survive passage through
 Numerical evidence indicates otherwise

 Time-machine region
 White Hole region
 Gravity Probe B
 Jeff Groah cosmology





What is inflation?

 About 1980, Alan Guth made an attempt 
to apply quantum particle theory to gravity 
which led to inflationary cosmology

 The universe was created by a quantum 
fluctuation

 It started with a density of 1093 g/cm3

 The quantum field created a pressure that 
drove the universe apart very fast—
doubling in size every 10-43 seconds



What is inflation?

 After 85 doublings, the universe was 8.5 
10-42 seconds old, and 3.9 1025 times as 
big, expanding faster than light

 The “field temperature” of the universe 
dropped, as a result of its expansion, close 
to zero

 In a phase transition, it released its 
remaining energy, supplying the energy 
necessary for the creation of matter

 The universe then grew and cooled a la big 
bang theory



What is inflation?

 Quantum fluctuations in the mass density 
before inflation were preserved by the 
faster than light expansion

 These variations allowed for the formation 
of galaxies, and should have left a range 
of observable frequencies in the cosmic 
background radiation

 These frequencies were recently observed



Inflation?

 Inflationary cosmology implies that all 
possible universes will exist

 New universes come into existence 
regularly 

 We happen to live in a universe that 
supports sentient life

 The “universe” may be infinitely old, even 
if the segment we can observe has finite 
age



All the Way with Gauss-Bonnet

 Explore the relationship between:
 area of triangles on the sphere 
 sum of the angles of the triangle



 On a sphere, triangles look like this:



 On this triangle, two sides go from the 
north pole to the equator

 Another side is along the equator



 This triangle has two right angles!
 The sum of the angles of this triangle will 

be greater than 180°!



 Notice that if we make the angle at the 
north pole bigger, the area of the triangle 
is bigger.



 Let’s find a relationship between the area
and the sum of the angles. 

 If θ is the angle at the north pole, these 
triangles will have an area that is a 
proportion of the area of the sphere. 



 The area of the sphere is
24 rπ

• Our triangles are only in the top half.
•The area of the top half of the sphere is 

22 rπ



 Our triangles occupy a proportion of the 
top half. In particular, the proportion is

π
θ
2

• The area of the triangles is then

2
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2
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 The angle sum is 

2rA θ=

θπ +=∠∑



 For these triangles, the relationship 
between area and angle sum is 

2r
A

+=∠∑ π



 Conjecture: For all triangles on the 
sphere, the angle sum is given by

2r
A

+=∠∑ π



 For triangles on the surface of the 
spherical earth, this relationship holds. 

 The last term on the right hand side is 
usually small

2r
A

+=∠∑ π



 The Gaussian curvature of a sphere is 
K=1/r2.

 Conjecture: For surfaces with constant 
curvature,

KA ⋅+=∠∑ π



 Conjecture: For surfaces

∫∑
∆

+=∠ dAKπ

•The integral here is a surface integral, a 
la Calculus 3
•This is a variant of the famous Gauss-
Bonnet Theorem
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